JUSTIN WILKES - DJ, PRESENTER, PRODUCER, MUSIC CURATOR, VOICE OVER ARTIST.
SUMMER BREEZE.

Now that the clocks have gone forward and the days are becoming brighter - thoughts inevitably turn to
summer, but what does summer mean to you?
A little extra spring in your step? A glimmer of light as another bright morning bursts through your curtains as
you wake? A light summer breeze gently weaving it’s way through your hair as you settle down with friends
and family for a barbecue and a few ice cold and refreshing drinks?
What about the tunes though? Surely half of the summer is all about the tunes? Awww man - don’t!! Summer
is almost here - but not quite. It is probably time though - if you haven’t already - to start making some holiday
plans.
One group of people at the forefront of your summers are those taste-makers and groove-riders who set the
tone for your day. The DJs who inject the energy into your winters via their platforms at some of the biggest
radio stations in the country, and perform at some of the summers biggest parties - both here and abroad.
If you’re anything like me, your social media feed is about to get absolutely blitzed with super glamorous shots
of these chosen few - sunning themselves amongst hordes of beautiful people, in breathtakingly spectacular
locations whilst dropping banger after banger.
One DJ guaranteed to smash your summer party is Kisstory’s Justin Wilkes. A plethora of hot gigs beckon - at
sun soaked places such as Sisu in Marbella, Ocean Beach Club Ibiza and fashionably chic yacht parties at the
Monaco GP so exclusive that they remain a secret even to me.
As dance music aficionados and ravers alike flock to the sun to enjoy a rest and much needed recuperation
from the daily toil... Justin will be bringing them his own unique blend of fresh house, and old skool tunes,
always focussed on ensuring every punter leaves with a massive smile on their face!
Despite a shit ton of hard work, organisation and travel - I am sure that there is not much else that could
compete with the buzz of being behind the decks. So as we say goodbye to those dark winter months and
concentrate on looking forward to those carefree lazy days and long balmy warm evenings, make sure if you’re
heading somewhere hot, you seek out one of Justin’s parties.
Follow Justin on FB/Twitter/Insta @justinwilkes
Hear Justin on Kisstory Mon-Fri 9am-1pm + Sat 9pm-12 & Kiss FM UK Fri nights and Sunday Eves
If you’re planning or putting together any summer travel guides for your publication, Justin is available for
interview, or to write Club/Food/Beach guides for major summer destinations.
Now booking 16/4 – 4/5. Hit up Bobby and he will do his level best to make shit happen!
Thank you very very very much in advance.
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